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Abstract: Many patients suffering from asthma or COPD have overlapping features of both diseases. However, a phenotypical approach for evaluating asthma–COPD overlap syndrome (ACOS)
has not been established. In this report, we examined the phenotypes in patients with ACOS.
Patients diagnosed with ACOS between 2011 and 2015 were identified and classified into four
phenotype groups. Group A was composed of patients who smoked ,10 pack years and had blood
eosinophil counts $300. Group B was composed of patients who smoked ,10 pack years and had
blood eosinophil counts ,300. Group C was composed of patients who smoked $10 pack years
and had blood eosinophil counts $300. Group D was composed of patients who smoked $10
pack years and had blood eosinophil counts ,300. Clinical characteristics were analyzed and
compared among groups. Comparisons were made among 103 ACOS patients. Patients in group D
were oldest, while patients in group A were youngest. There were relatively more female patients
in groups A and B; the majority of patients in groups C and D were male. The degree of airflow
obstruction was most severe in group C. The rate of being free of severe exacerbation was significantly lower in group C than in the other groups. In this study, each ACOS phenotype showed different characteristics. The proportion of patients free of severe exacerbation differed significantly
among groups. At this time, further studies on the phenotypes of ACOS are required.
Keywords: phenotype, smoking, eosinophil, exacerbation

Introduction
Asthma and COPD are common diseases characterized by the presence of airway
obstruction and have traditionally been considered different diseases. However, many
patients with asthma or COPD have overlapping features of both diseases. Recently, the
Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) and the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive
Lung Disease (GOLD) committees accepted the concept of asthma–COPD overlap
syndrome (ACOS), described as follows:
ACOS is characterized by persistent airflow limitation with several features usually
associated with asthma and several features usually associated with COPD. ACOS is
therefore identified by the features that it shares with both asthma and COPD.1,2
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However, a clear definition remains unavailable.
Asthma and COPD are heterogeneous disorders with many phenotypes. Thus, ACOS
may show a spectrum of phenotypes, which is particularly true when the diagnostic criteria of ACOS are broad. Different diagnostic criteria (broad and narrow) for ACOS have
been proposed by various groups.1–6 Depending on the various definitions, the prevalence
of ACOS also varies.7 One broad definition of ACOS has been proposed by Gibson and
Simpson.3 Patients with fixed airflow obstruction with bronchodilator reversibility (BDR)
or bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) can be considered to have ACOS.
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Methods
Study population
We identified all outpatients diagnosed with COPD at Seoul St
Mary’s Hospital (1,356 bed tertiary referral hospital) between
May 2011 and May 2015. Among them, we selected patients
who were managed by a pulmonary specialist. We retrospectively reviewed the medical records during the study period
and applied the definition of ACOS from a previous study by
Gibson and Simpson.3 We utilized this definition because it is
much simpler and clearer than GINA/GOLD ACOS definition.
We enrolled patients with symptoms of increased variability
of airflow and incompletely reversible airflow obstruction.
Patients with ACOS were eligible if their post-bronchodilator
forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)/forced vital
capacity (FVC) ratio was ,0.7 with a positive BDR (.200 mL
and .12% increase in FEV1) and/or positive BHR (positive
methacholine or mannitol provocation test). Patients with lung
cancer or cystic fibrosis were excluded in this study.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Seoul St Mary’s Hospital. The requirement for
written informed consent from each patient was waived due
to the retrospective nature of the study.

Clinical evaluation
Clinical data, including demographic data, smoking history,
and laboratory tests such as eosinophil counts, COPD assessment test (CAT), pulmonary function test (PFT), frequency
of severe exacerbation, and use of medication, were collected
by retrospective review of medical records. For data regarding exacerbation, only severe exacerbation was recorded
due to the potential for underdetection of mild or moderate
exacerbation based on chart review. Severe exacerbation
was defined as a worsening of any respiratory symptoms
or increased dyspnea, which required an emergency room
(ER) visit or hospitalization with prescription of systemic
698
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corticosteroid and/or antibiotics. History of medication use
included inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) with long-acting beta
agonist (LABA), long-acting muscarinic antagonist (LAMA),
LABA, phosphodiesterase 4 inhibitor (PDE4I), and leukotriene receptor antagonist (LTRA).

Classification of the ACOS phenotype
The enrolled patients were divided into four phenotype
groups according to blood eosinophil counts and smoking
history. The classification was based on Rhee’s previous
article5 and modified in a simple way. ACOS phenotype
A group was composed of patients who smoked ,10 pack
years and had blood eosinophil counts $300. Group B was
composed of patients who smoked ,10 pack years and had
blood eosinophil counts ,300. Group C was composed
of patients who smoked $10 pack years and had blood
eosinophil counts $300. Group D was composed of patients
who smoked $10 pack years and had blood eosinophil
counts ,300 (Figure 1). Patients were classified as high blood
eosinophil group if blood eosinophil count was $300 even
once among multiple measurements. We analyzed the characteristics and compared differences among the four groups.

PFT
PFTs were performed for all patients by experienced
technicians. PFT was performed following the American
Thoracic Society (ATS)/European Respiratory Society (ERS)
guidelines in a licensed laboratory. Bronchodilator test was
performed 15 minutes after the administration of 400 µg
of salbutamol. Positive test for methacholine provocation
was defined as provocative concentrations of methacholine
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Studies on the classification and clinical features of
ACOS have been steadily increasing. However, a phenotypical approach for the classification of ACOS is not yet
available. Some experts discussed the heterogeneity of ACOS
in previous review articles.5,8,9 However, few studies have
explored the phenotype of ACOS. Rhee5 previously proposed
four phenotypes of ACOS classified mainly based on eosinophilic inflammation and smoking history. Each phenotype
has a different underlying pathophysiology and requires
different medications. In this study, we applied this ACOS
phenotype in clinical practice, examined the prevalence of
each phenotype, and determined whether there are different
clinical characteristics between these disorders.
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Figure 1 Four phenotype groups of ACOS.
Notes: Group A: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts
$300; group B: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300;
group C: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300; and
group D: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300.
Abbreviations: ACOS, asthma–COPD overlap syndrome; E, blood eosinophil count;
Pyrs, pack years.
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required to decrease FEV1 (PC20) by 20% (#16 mg/mL).
Positive test for mannitol provocation was defined as PD15
(#635 mg). Medications that can affect BDR or BHR were
stopped before the test according to ATS guideline. Baseline
PFT data were used in this study.

Statistical analysis

Categorical data were analyzed using χ2 or Fisher’s exact
test. For normally distributed data, Student’s t-test or oneway analysis of variance was utilized for between-group
comparisons. For nonnormally distributed data, we used the
Mann–Whitney U-test or the Kruskal–Wallis test for betweengroup comparisons. The proportion of patients free of severe
exacerbation was compared using the log-rank test for the four
groups. The proportion of patients free of severe exacerbation
was also compared between ICS (± LABA) users and nonusers.
All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS statistical package (version 18.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA);
P-values ,0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
Baseline characteristics
A total of 1,017 COPD patients were identified during the
study period. Of these, 120 (11.8%) patients showed fixed
airflow obstruction with BDR or BHR. Due to a lack of laboratory tests or smoking history, 17 patients were excluded.
In total, 103 patients were included in the study (Figure 2).
Figure 3 shows the number of patients classified into each
group. The mean age (range: 35–94 years) in each group differed significantly (Table 1). Patients in group D were oldest,
while group A patients were youngest. The percentage of
males also differed significantly (Figure 4, P,0.001). There
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Figure 2 Flow diagram for subject enrollment.
Notes: Group A: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil
counts $300; group B: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood
eosinophil counts ,300; group C: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood
eosinophil counts $300; and group D: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had
blood eosinophil counts ,300.
Abbreviations: BDR, bronchodilator response; BHR, bronchial hyperresponsiveness.
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Figure 3 Distribution of patients into four phenotype groups of ACOS.
Notes: The size of the circle represents the number of patients in each group.
Group A: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300;
group B: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300;
group C: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300; and
group D: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300.
Abbreviations: ACOS, asthma–COPD overlap syndrome; E, blood eosinophil count;
Pyrs, pack years.

were relatively more female patients in groups A and B; the
majority of patients in groups C and D were male. There were
no significant differences in body mass index (BMI) among
these groups. Post-bronchodilator FVC (%) or FEV1 (%) did
not differ significantly among the four groups. However,
FEV1/FVC (%) differed significantly (P=0.003) and was
highest in group A and lowest in group C. There were no significant differences in CAT scores among the four groups.

Frequency of medication use
There was a different pattern of medication prescription
among the four groups (Figure 5). Overall, ICS + LABA
was most frequently prescribed. For LAMA, the prescription rate was highest in group D followed by groups C, B,
and A. In contrast, the LTRA prescription rate was highest
in group A followed by groups B, D, and C. LABA and
PDE4I were more frequently prescribed in groups C/D than
in groups A/B.

Severe exacerbation
The mean follow-up period of enrolled patients was
1,229.8±152.2 days (mean ± standard error of the mean).
The proportion of patients free of severe exacerbation
was analyzed using log-rank tests among the four groups
(Figure 6). There were significant differences in the proportion of patients free of severe exacerbation (P=0.016).
The survival rate for patients free of exacerbation was lower
in group C than in other groups.
Among 103 patients, ICS was prescribed to two
patients and ICS + LABA was prescribed to 65 patients.
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 1 Characteristics of the ACOS phenotype groups
Characteristics

ACOS phenotype groups

Age
Smoking (never/ex/current)
Pyrs
BMI
Lung function (pBD)
FVC (L)
FVC (%)
FEV1 (L)
FEV1 (%)
FEV1/FVC (%)
CAT

P-value

A

B

C

D

59.0±3.1
19/4/1
(79.1%/16.7%/4.1%)
0.5±0.3
22.7±0.8

62.3±2.7
14/4/0
(77.8%/22.2%/0.0%)
0.9±0.5
23.9±0.9

68.5±1.7
0/28/12
(0.0%/70.0%/30.0%)
49.1±5.4
23.1±0.5

70.1±2.7
0/16/5
(0.0%/76.2%/23.8%)
38.9±4.1
22.9±0.7

0.005
,0.001

2.9±0.2
81.6±4.1
1.8±0.1
67.1±3.8
63.1±2.6
12.6±1.9

2.5±0.2
73.4±5.9
1.5±0.2
58.9±5.7
62.5±3.9
7.8±1.0

3.6±0.1
87.4±2.6
1.8±0.1
62.8±2.4
51.5±1.9
17.3±2.3

3.5±0.1
81.0±5.8
1.9±0.1
61.9±5.4
53.8±3.0
14.0±2.7

,0.001
0.122
0.160
0.613
0.003
0.085

,0.001
0.669

Notes: Group A: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300; group B: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300;
group C: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300; and group D: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300.
Abbreviations: ACOS, asthma–COPD overlap syndrome; BMI, body mass index; CAT, COPD assessment test; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced
vital capacity; pBD, post-bronchodilator; Pyrs, pack years.

The proportion of patients free of severe exacerbation was
compared between ICS group (patients with ICS or ICS +
LABA) and non-ICS group. There was no significant difference between the two groups (P=0.663). Among 40 group C
patients, ICS was prescribed to zero patient and ICS + LABA
was prescribed to 14 patients. The proportion of patients
free of severe exacerbation was compared between ICS and
non-ICS groups among group C patients. There was also no
significant difference between the two groups (P=0.383).

Discussion
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After the GINA and GOLD committees accepted and published the concept of ACOS,1,2 several articles have been
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Figure 4 Gender distribution according to four phenotype groups of ACOS.
Notes: The size of the circle represents the number of patients in each group.
Group A: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300;
group B: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300;
group C: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300; and
group D: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300.
Abbreviations: ACOS, asthma -COPD overlap syndrome; E, blood eosinophil count;
Pyrs, pack years.
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published regarding ACOS.5,6,8–13 However, the definition of
ACOS remains unclear. The GINA and GOLD committees
provided a table to help clinicians diagnose ACOS. However,
this table is not clinically practical because it requires extensive
time to complete. Moreover, some questions are vague and the
answer can be very subjective. Even for the same patient,
the answer can be changed according to the clinician who
checks the table. Thus, few ACOS studies14 have utilized
this table for the definition of ACOS. In contrast, Gibson
and Simpson3 proposed a definition of ACOS based on
spirometry results. Compared to the GINA/GOLD definition, this definition is much simpler and very clear. It is also
simple to apply in clinical practice. For these reasons, there
have been many ACOS studies11,15,16 using this definition.
However, compared to the definition by GINA and GOLD,
this definition is considered broad. Thus, a relatively large
number of patients can be classified as ACOS according to
this definition. It is expected that patients with predominant
features of asthma or COPD are likely to be considered as
ACOS according to this definition.
The purpose of this study was to examine how many patients
are enrolled by this definition and determine whether patients
can be classified into four different phenotypes. Interestingly,
among 1,017 COPD patients, a relatively small percentage
(11.8%) of patients showed positive BDR or BHR. In addition,
COPD patients with BDR or BHR could be classified into four
different phenotypes. Although phenotype C was dominant
(38.8%), several patients were classified into other phenotypes
(A: 23.3%, B: 17.4%, and D: 20.4%). This result suggests that
heterogeneity exists even in patients with ACOS.
This is the first study to show the heterogeneity of ACOS.
Several previous studies have explored the heterogeneity
International Journal of COPD 2017:12
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Figure 5 Pattern of medication prescription among four phenotype groups of ACOS.
Notes: Group A: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300; group B: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300;
group C: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts $300; and group D: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts ,300.
Abbreviations: ACOS, asthma -COPD overlap syndrome; E, blood eosinophil count; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; LABA, long-acting beta agonist; LAMA, long-acting
muscarinic antagonist; LTRA, leukotriene receptor antagonist; PDE4I, phosphodiesterase 4 inhibitor.

of asthma17–19 or COPD.20–29 However, few studies have
explored the heterogeneity of ACOS. The concept of
heterogeneity in ACOS has been suggested in previous
review articles by experts.5,8,9 However, few studies have
supported the concept of heterogeneity in ACOS. In this
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Figure 6 The proportion of patients free of severe exacerbation.
Notes: Group A: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts
$300; group B: patients who smoked ,10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts
,300; group C: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil counts
$300; and group D: patients who smoked $10 Pyrs and had blood eosinophil
counts ,300.
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study, we used COPD patients managed by a pulmonary
specialist in a tertiary referral hospital. We then classified
patients into four categories according to relatively simple
criteria – blood eosinophils and smoking history. There are
different characteristics among the four groups. Moreover,
the prognosis (exacerbation) differed significantly among
the four groups. These results are valuable in that we demonstrated heterogeneity in ACOS patients.
Phenotypic classification based on the underlying disease
mechanism is important for the appropriate management of
individual patients. Eosinophilic inflammation and a history
of smoking are important components in the classification
of ACOS. According to these factors, Rhee5 proposed
four phenotypes of ACOS and specific treatment options
for each phenotype. Phenotype A is an allergic asthmapredominant phenotype. Phenotype B is characterized by
features of severe noneosinophilic asthma. Phenotype C is
very compatible with ACOS in that these patients have features of both asthma and COPD. Phenotype D is relatively
pure COPD with reversibility. In this study, we investigated
baseline characteristics and clinical features of each phenotype in real-world patients with ACOS. There are a relatively
large number of patients in group C; however, the number of
patients was relatively evenly distributed among groups. This
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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study validated that the previously proposed phenotypes of
ACOS by Rhee are clinically applicable and meaningful.
One interesting result of this study is the different pattern of medication use in each group. All enrolled patients
were managed by a pulmonary specialist in tertiary referral
hospitals. Because these patients were considered as ACOS,
ICS + LABA was prescribed most commonly across the
four phenotypes. However, LAMA, LABA, and PDE4I,
which are mainly COPD medications, were more frequently
prescribed in COPD-predominant phenotypes (C and D).
In contrast, LTRA, which is mainly an asthma medication,
was more frequently prescribed in asthma-predominant
phenotypes (A and B). This phenomenon also supports the
usefulness of ACOS classification by Rhee. The medication
prescription in this study was determined by an experienced
pulmonary specialist. They can classify phenotypes of ACOS
patients and prescribe appropriate medication in a personalized manner. However, for general practitioners (GPs), it can
be difficult to classify ACOS patients into subtypes. Thus,
simple criteria to classify ACOS will be helpful for GPs.
Based on our results, patients are well-characterized by two
simple clinically relevant criteria – blood eosinophil count
and smoking history. Thus, GPs can easily diagnose ACOS
patients (fixed airflow obstruction with BDR or BHR) and
subsequently classify these patients into four phenotypes
based on blood eosinophil count and smoking history.
Finally, GPs can choose a specific medication according to
the phenotype. This allows GPs to treat ACOS patients in a
personalized manner.
Preventing exacerbations in patients with ACOS is one
of the unmet needs in the pharmacological treatment, similar
to asthma and COPD. In this study, the differences that exist
in severe exacerbation among the four phenotype groups is
one of the important outcomes. When classified into the four
phenotypes, severe exacerbation is most frequent in phenotype C. Based on these results, pulmonary function is not the
reason for the differences in the frequency of acute exacerbation. This is because the frequency of acute exacerbation in
phenotype C was worst while its pulmonary function was
not. This suggests that different phenotypes exist in ACOS,
and each phenotype has a different prognosis. Actually, it is
well known that the prognosis of ACOS was poorer than that
of COPD alone.10,30 They have more symptoms25 and exacerbate more frequently.31 The poor prognosis of phenotype C
in this study is in agreement with previous reports because
phenotype C is very compatible with ACOS. The ACOS
definition based only on BDR or BHR is a broad definition.
In contrast, including other criteria such as blood eosinophil
count and history of smoking results in a narrow definition.
702
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Rhee5 proposed a broad and narrow definition of ACOS in
a previous review article. This narrow definition, which is
compatible with phenotype C, is similar to other definitions
proposed by Spanish colleagues.4 Thus, it is understandable
that patients with phenotype C show more exacerbations.
There are some limitations in this study. 1) The sample
size may not be sufficiently large to clarify the clinical
features of each phenotype group. In addition, this was a
single-center study. However, there has been no prior classification of ACOS phenotypes or studies on clinical patients.
The results of this study should be validated in a large-scale
cohort study. Whether two simple criteria – blood eosinophil
count 300 and 10 pack years smoking history – used in this
study will be useful should be validated in future study.
Moreover, whether different prognoses of four groups will
be replicated or not is also important. 2) It is likely that
there was bias in this study due to its retrospective nature.
The history of exacerbation may not be correct. Due to this
limitation, only severe exacerbation was analyzed in this
study; mild or moderate exacerbation was not considered.
By reviewing the charts, it was difficult to detect mild or
moderate exacerbation.

Conclusion
In this study, we classified ACOS patients into four phenotypes. Each phenotype showed different characteristics. The
proportion of patients free of severe exacerbation differed
significantly among groups. However, further studies on the
phenotype of ACOS are required.
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